
 

 

 

MEETING SUMMARY 

Salt Lake City Department of Public Utilities 4th Avenue Well Facilitated Working Group Meeting 
Monday, March 16, 2020 
Virtual Meeting  
 
 

INTRODUCTION 
Salt Lake City Department of Public Utilities (SLCDPU) held a fourth facilitated working group meeting 
with residents who live near the proposed 4th Avenue well project to help identify a workable solution 
for the project. Because of the COVID-19 situation and the need for social distancing the meeting was 
held virtually.  The meeting provided an opportunity for SLCDPU to give a report on work being done on 
the foundational elements, share architectural design options, provide information on sound mitigation 
element, and have a discussion with residents about these items. The meeting materials, flip chart notes 
and questions that came in through the online chat tool are attached.   
 
 
 
ACTION ITEMS 

• CRSA to work on making alternations to rendering 3A. 

• CRSA and Bowen Collins to continue work on foundational engineering. 

• CRSA and Bowen Collins to continue work on sound mitigation.  

• SLCDPU to coordinate virtual public open house to share foundational elements, architectural 

design renderings, noise mitigation elements and obtain input.  

• SLCDPU to analyze public input and project parameters.   

• CRSA will draft the Historic Landmark Commission packet and SLCDPU will approve and submit it 

to the Historic Landmark Commission for scheduling.  

 

DISCUSSION POINTS 

• Engineering Status: Jesse Stewart briefly reviewed the engineering status. He reported that the 

engineers were still moving ahead with more detailed engineering for the agreed upon 

foundational elements.  There were no questions or comments.  

 

• Timeline: Jesse Stewart reviewed the timeline that is included in the handout and that is 

attached to this summary. There were no questions or comments.  

 

 
 

 



• Background: CRSA reviewed the background for creating the architecture design of the building. 

They stated that the building will be around 500-600 square-feet, it will need to be 14 feet tall, 

and will need a partial fence to cover external electrical box for safety and aesthetic reasons. 

There were no questions or comments.  

 

• Rendering 1A:  CRSA presented the rendering identified as 1A and explained their reasoning 

around this design and how it fits the design parameters.  They explained how the color and 

style makes the building appear smaller and how there are several buildings in the area that it 

draws from.  The following captures what residents said: 

- Cobble rock on the lower half and dark above splits up the height some. 
- I'd like to see the stone on the west. 
- The stone wall feels very heavy and imposing to me. I would prefer to see the 

building  
- Still a little modern for me, and the wall is heavy. (Several people agreed with this 

sentiment) 
- I agree with the comments about it being dark, heavy, and a little too modern. 
- I like the French doors and south elevation. 
-  It's more back to the Starbucks look. 
- Don’t like the style and the massive stone wall. Very boxy. Too modern. looks out of 

place.  
- The dark, black brick exteriors in the first two designs will appear dated when we get 

past this unfortunate period of black structures.   
- Exterior lighting not shown? 
- Are you utilizing the space below ground for the existing vault to reduce building 

footprint?  If not, why? Have you considered an octagonal building? 
- Below ground, probably roots interfere, but agree should take building below as 

much as possible.” 
-  I like that the Fourth Avenue Well sign/plaque that is shown. 
- I also like the idea of the plaque. 
- If you are going to install a plaque, it needs to be located where people can walk up 

to it. 
 

• Rendering 1B: CRSA presented rendering identified as 1B. They explained how this 
design is a variation of 1A and how the slanted roof makes the building appear smaller. 
The following captures what residents said:  
 
- This looks the same just the roof slanted at a different angle. 
- We don’t want this one. (Several people agreed with this sentiment) 
- It looks like a park restroom not a pump house. Windows suggest an 

outhouse/restroom. (Several people agreed with this sentiment) 
- The dark, black brick exteriors in the first two designs will appear dated when we get 

past this unfortunate period of black structures.   
 



• Rendering 2A:  CRSA presented the rendering identified as 2A and explained their 
reasoning around this design and how it fits the design parameters.  They explained how it 
draws on the brick work you can see in area buildings and the historical area pump houses.  The 
following captures what residents said:  

 
- Speaks to me – maybe a different color. Don’t like the modern awning.  Want a 

more classic look. Tone down the modern elements. 
- I like the shape and monumental look of it.  Nice brick vertical elements too. 
- Like 1A doors as opposed this one. 
- Like that it mirrors the feel with the other neighborhood buildings. 
- The neutral color of the brick will blend in with the colors in the landscaping through 

the 4 seasons. 
- I'd like to see it in red brick. 
- I’d be curious how stucco or another color of brick would look. 
- Might be worth doing two more renderings of this one in a dark and a light red.  
- It has the same mass and form as 1A, but the detailing references a historic store in 

Marmalade. 
-  I like the roof that is darker and lowers the height visually. 
- Like the band around the top - breaks up the height. Not crazy about the vertical 

brick on the lower section. 
- Too narrow a door will make it look like a cemetery mausoleum.  
- The metal fencing concerns me as we would see the electrical boxes from the north 

side. 
- I like the fence. Maybe the fence could be shielded from the north with shrubs.   
- The metal fence adds less mass to the building. 
- We prefer a solid fence. 
-  I like the fence but do you know what we see. 
- Evergreen shrubs? 
- With a lattice fence, the transformer will put out too much noise.   
- A solid wall can absorb sound. 
- Do a rock wall that covers. 
- I would prefer a solid wall. 
- The metal fence is more elegant. 
- East and west elevation has large flat uniform walls that feel too modern. 
- Does the present transformer make noise? I haven't detected it. Another resident 

commented that yes, the transformers make noise. While another stated that if you 
listen for it in the park, you can hear the hum of the transformer from 15 feet or so 
away but how you really need to be listening for it. You really need to stand next to 
the green boxes to hear it. These are the light green five-foot tall boxes that I am 
talking about. 

- The new transformers will be larger and louder. Bowen Collins responded that the 
transformers will not be louder or larger.  

- Where are all the existing telephone boxes going.  
- Are there plans for the history plaque on this rendering. 



 

• Rendering 2B: CRSA presented rendering identified as 2B. They explained how this 
design is a variation of 2A and how the slanted roof makes the building appear smaller. 
The following captures what residents said: 

 
- What is being hidden/protected with the fence. CRSA responded that it is electrical 

gear like at your home only larger.  
- Looks like a bathroom or outhouse in Liberty Park, restroom. (Several people agreed 

with this sentiment)   
- The Tough Shed option. (Several people agreed with this sentiment) 
- This option also reads as a restroom and therefore is confusing to visitors. 
- Don’t like this one. 

 

• Rendering 3A:  CRSA presented the rendering identified as 3A and explained their 
reasoning around this design and how it fits the design parameters.  They explained how it 
draws on the brick found in the area and historical area pump houses that residents and the 
public have said they like.  The following captures what residents said:  

 
- This is my favorite design!  Walls have pleasing articulations.  Vertical elements are 

strong and the arches mimic Ottinger Hall.  (Several people agreed with this 
sentiment) 

- The river rock wall seems out of place though.  Could it be a brick wall?   
- I like the doors on this one. 
- It will stick out like a sore thumb in the winter because of the red brick.  I am less 

opposed to the design than the color of the materials.  
- A lighter color would not. 
- Go with the metal fence. 
- We don’t want to see the electrical boxes etc. through a metal fence. 
- Why a fence/wall around it? There isn't one presently. 
- I don’t mind the stone wall. It differentiates the fence from the buildings and might 

help decrease the mass of the building. 
- Would there be any texture to the brick that would be filling in the windowing 

features, or just solid brown? CRSA responded that textured rick is an option.  
- Use brick like Ottinger Hall. It is not as heavy. 
- Can you add the “Fourth Avenue Well” or plaque?  A historical plaque can also go on 

the existing cobblestone wall. “ 
- The historical plaque could exist as a raised cobblestone monument integrated into 

the existing cobblestone wall. 
- I really like how the big pipe is hidden. 
- It would not stick out as much in the winter. 
- I like this.  I like a reddish color - something pinkish like my tudor or Ottinger Hall 

color.  I like the symmetry of the arches.  I am in favor of camouflaging the electrical 
system.   

- This is very interesting to look at, doesn't look like a bathroom or a Starbucks. Yeah! 



 

• Rendering 3B: CRSA presented rendering identified as 3B. They explained how this 
design is a variation of 3A and how the stepped roof was used to make the building 
appear smaller. The following captures what residents said: 

 
- I like the roofline, but I like how 3A has features that disrupt the western wall. 
- Are there ways to disguise the green stand-alone transformer, or does it have to be 

a green metal box?  Please don’t let ‘artists’ paint that box. The box can be painted. 
- Can you show the side elevations? 
- Is this the smallest footprint? What is the building height of 3A vs 3B? CRSA 

responded that 3A is 12’6” and 3B is 13’.  
- I do like the roof line on 3B better than 3A’s. 
- I'd like to see 3B in yellow brick. 

 
• Final Comments:  Alexis Cairo, the facilitator, provided a summary of what had been said during 

the meeting. She stated that it seems like from the discussion that people prefer 3A the most 

but would like to see another brick color – a brick color lighter like Ottinger Hall. She also stated 

that people also liked 2A, that the majority of people thought 1A was too modern, and that 

almost everyone did not like 1B and 2B because they looked like restrooms and tuff sheds. 

Residents did not comment or correct Alexis.  Alexis then asked them for any additional 

comments. The following is what residents said:   

- From a personal perspective, all design features are very acceptable with exception 
of (1) east elevation of option 1A (too busy), and (2) option 3B (not as attractive as 
the other possibilities).  Excellent work from the architects. 

- 1A is too modern. I think that 3A and 2A best meet the criteria that we developed.  I 
prefer the elements and color of 3A. Several people agreed. 

- I'm disappointed my idea of a sawmill replica building is going nowhere. 
- Overall designs seem to contain modern elements. 
- The HLC guidelines are broad enough to drive all the proposals through.  The HLC are 

as sick of this as the rest of us and will be quick to approve whatever is agreed to.  
- We need to go in with what we want and let the HLC tell us no. 
- Can we take what we want and let HLC tell us no?   
- The windows on all the doors, are these opaque?  I personally hope so.  In your 

experience are windows often scratched or otherwise permanently vandalized that 
may not be the case with a solid door.  Can windows be replaced or buffed out? 
What about windows on the domes? I’m more thinking of people scratching them or 
offensive etchings. Other residents commented that vandalism is low in the park, 
that there are lots of eyes on the park and that they assume there will be a security 
camera put somewhere.  

- Is the lowest roof on 3B lower than 12’6? 
- Is the height and footprint on 2A the same height and footprint as 3A? 
- I really like the roof line of 3A. 
- I like 3A better. 



- I do like 2A but I like 3A better. 
- 2A or 3A liked the best.   
- 3A is my favorite, but I do like 2A. 
- The mid-century modern stuff in 3A doesn’t make sense. 
- A lot of this is the psychology of color. I recommend for your March 30 presentation 

to have fewer designs to have each rendered in the light brown, mid-tone red, and 
dark red. 

- Well done. Agree with David (3A then 2A). Thanks. 
- Could we see the side renderings? 
- Have you costed these out roughly yet? Cost wise, are you guesstimating less than 

1.3-1.5 Million USD?  
- Will you be posting these renderings?” “Do we as a group have access to these 

renderings?  WF&Co. responded that the PowerPoint would get posted on SLCDPU 
website and given to Jill for a story she is doing on it for the Greater Avenues 
Community Council newsletter.   

-  You do not need to go back to the Council to request a further budget 
authorization? SLCDPU responded no.  

-  I see how the cobble stone wall breaks up the mass of the main building, but in my 
opinion the wall looks tacked on. 

- There could be a way to tie in brick pillars for the wall. 
- There is a bridge in the park south of 4th Ave that is composed of plaster plus a bit 

of sandstone and cobblestone. It might be an option for the fence. 
- The choice of brick is going to be so important.  No bank brick if possible. 
- Most of the noise will come from the windows. Come see what I have done in my 

house. 
- The renderings read as more than 474 square ft but I'll take your word for it.  Good 

night and thank you for your continuing efforts.  
- Thank you so much for listening to us!! 
- Terrific meeting.  Over and out. 
- I am pleased to see the more historic references in the design, thank you. 
- Thank you for this progress! 
- I appreciate your efforts! 
- Agreed as well.  Thank you for the efforts.  This is so much better than the originally 

submitted designs. 
- Thank you. 
- Thanks all! 
- Thanks everyone!! 
- Sincere thanks. 
- Thanks, architects, for listening to all our input. 
- Thank you all. 

 
• Next Steps:  SLCDPU will be holding a virtual public open house on March 30, 2020, from 10 to 

11 am. Join the open house https://www.facebook.com/SLCGovernment/.  

https://www.facebook.com/SLCGovernment/
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ATTENDEES 

Area Residents 

• Dave Johnsson  

• Kurt Fisher 

• Winston Seiler 

• James Livingston 

• Lisa Livingston 

• Phil Carrell  

• Dee Brewer 

• Cindy Cromer 

• Linnea Noyes 

• Jill Van Langeveld 

• Evan Smith 

• Shane Franz 

• Sharon Franz 

• Craig Ogan 

• David Garcia 

• Vicki Walker 

 

Salt Lake City 

• Chris Wharton, Salt Lake City Council Member, District 3 

• Jesse Stewart, Deputy Director, Salt Lake City Department of Public Utilities  

• Holly Mullen, Communications & Engagement Manager, Salt Lake City Department of Public 
Utilities  

• Austin Kimmel, Liaison, Salt Lake City Council 

• Dawn Wagner, Project Manager, Salt Lake City Department of Public Utilities   

 

Consultants 

• Kirk Bagley, Principal, Bowen Collins & Associates  

• John Ewanowski, CRSA Architecture 

• Zach Clegg, CRSA Architecture  

• Cindy Gubler, Partner, Wilkinson Ferrari & Co. 

• Mimi Charles, Public Involvement Manager, Wilkinson Ferrari & Co. 

• Alexis Cairo, Facilitator, Wilkinson Ferrari & Co. 

• Hilary Dent, Public Involvement Coordinator, Wilkinson Ferrari & Co. 

• Kirsten Dodge, Public Involvement Coordinator, Wilkinson Ferrari & Co. 
 

 

 

 



POWERPOINT PRESENTATION 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



FLIP CHART NOTES 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

  



TEXT MESSAGE COMMENTS 

 

18:54:29  From Dave : Is this the area where a compressor will be? 

18:55:26  From Dave : No, is there going to be a/c eqpt? 

18:55:33  From fisherka : Check check 

18:55:34  From Winston Seiler, KCSI : Yes 

18:55:37  From Dave : Im listening 

18:56:42  From Dave : seeing is one thing, hearing it at night is another 

18:57:12  From Dave : Kinda looks like a Tough Shed 

18:58:10  From Lisa and James : Capturing Sanpete! 

19:00:19  From deebrewer : What is the material on the three panels on the West? 

19:00:20  From Winston Seiler, KCSI : Are the only glass “Windows” on the doors? 

19:01:15  From Winston Seiler, KCSI : So the door looking features, are solid? 

19:01:18  From Winston Seiler, KCSI : Brick? 

19:01:43  From Winston Seiler, KCSI : Understood regarding what is glowing in the arches above 

the brick infill 

19:02:12  From Winston Seiler, KCSI : Sorry not a question. Understood 

19:03:48  From David : Many great ideas... 

19:07:28  From Winston Seiler, KCSI : Looking at the total transmission, could you put that into 

terms of how close you need to be to the building to hear it.  For example, 19.5 dB would you need to 

put your ear to the wall to hear it?  34.2 decibel, how far away would you hear that? 

19:08:25  From Winston Seiler, KCSI : Thank you for getting rid of that extra door.  That is great. 

19:12:55  From fisherka : The noise design criteria is not to meet 50db, it is to get as low below 

50db as possible.  

19:13:13  From fisherka : 50b is not a target.  

19:16:18  From fisherka : What about another pipe leaving the building, traveling underground, 

and then rising back to the surface for air intake? 

19:18:26  From fisherka : Please take poll for each building 

19:19:25  From Dave : Cobble rock on the lower half, dark above splits up the height some.... 

19:19:32  From altap : I'd like to see the stone on the west. 



19:20:42  From Dave : below everyone you should see a cursor 

19:20:44  From Cindy Cromer : The dark/black brick exteriors in the first 2 designs will appear 

dated when we get past this unfortunate period of black structures.   

19:20:47  From linneanoyes : The stone wall feels very heavy and imposing to me. I would prefer 

to see the building. 

19:20:49  From Jill Van Langeveld : yes Dave andJill Van L are still here  

19:20:58  From David : From a personal perspective, all design features very acceptable with 

exception of (1) east elevation of Option 1A (too busy), and (2) option 3B (not as attractive as the other 

possibilities).  Excellent work from the architects.   David Garcia 

19:21:11  From evansmith : I agree with Linnea. 

19:22:22  From fisherka : Exterior lighting not shown? 

19:22:36  From Winston Seiler, KCSI : I agree with Linnea as well 

19:23:27  From John Franz’s iPhone : for the architect, are you utilizing the space below ground 

for the existing vault to reduce building footprint?  if not why? 

19:23:48  From Sharon Franz : Still a little modern for me, and wall is heavy 

19:24:02  From John Franz’s iPhone : Have you considered an octagonal building? 

19:24:22  From Winston Seiler, KCSI : I like that the “Fourth Avenue Well” is shown 

19:24:23  From chriswharton : I agree with the comments about it being dark, heavy, and a little 

too modern. 

19:24:40  From Dave : below gtround, probably roots interfere, but agree should take bldg. below 

as much as possible 

19:24:50  From Winston Seiler, KCSI : But I also like the idea of the plaque 

19:26:01  From linneanoyes : I like the french doors and south elevation. 

19:26:23  From chriswharton : I have to sign off to work on other City Council business. I liked the 

one with the yellow brick and the one with the red brick arcade on the sides. 

19:26:32  From fisherka : It's more back to the Starbucks look. 

19:26:54  From deebrewer : I think 1A is too modern. I think that 3A and 2A best meet the criteria 

that we developed.  I prefer the elements and color of 3A. 

19:27:30  From Dave : I'm disappointed my idea of a sawmill replica building is going nowhere.... 

19:27:39  From John Franz’s iPhone : overall designs seem to contain modern elements. 

19:27:59  From Lisa and James : Agree with Dee. Like elements of 2A and 3A 

19:28:16  From John Franz’s iPhone : we don’t want that 



19:29:35  From Winston Seiler, KCSI : I like 2A and 3A 

19:30:35  From fisherka : The HLC guidelines are broad enough to drive all the proposals through.  

The HLC are as sick of this as the rest of us and will be quick to approve whatever is agreed to.  

19:32:05  From Sharon Franz : this looks the same just the roof slanted at a different angle-  

19:32:07  From evansmith : 1B is a no from me. 

19:32:11  From fisherka : It looks like a park outhouse.  

19:32:27  From Dave : yup! 

19:32:33  From fisherka : No, it looks like a restroom not  pump house.  

19:32:41  From evansmith : The style and and the massive stone wall. 

19:32:46  From Sharon Franz : the shape is a box 

19:33:00  From John Franz’s iPhone : no. too modern. looks out of place. we need to go in with 

what we want and let the hlc tell us no. 

19:36:03  From Cindy Cromer : The neutral color of the brick will blend in with the colors in the 

landscaping through the 4 seasons.   

19:36:10  From fisherka : It has the same mass and form as 1A, but the detailing references a 

historic store in Marmalade.  

19:36:11  From altap : I'd like to see red brick. 

19:36:13  From Winston Seiler, KCSI : I like the roofline, but I like how 3A has features that disrupt 

the western wall 

19:36:27  From evansmith : I like the shape and monumental look of it.  Nice brick vertical 

elements too. 

19:36:59  From Jill Van Langeveld : I like the roof that is darker and lowers the height visually 

19:37:01  From Lisa and James : Like the band around the top - breaks up the height. Not crazy 

about the vertical brick on the lower section. 

19:37:02  From fisherka : Too narrow a door will make it look like a cemetary mausoluem.  

19:37:15  From evansmith : The metal fencing concerns me as we would see the electrical boxes 

from the north side. 

19:37:47  From linneanoyes : I’d be curious how stucko or another color of brick would look. 

19:37:48  From Winston Seiler, KCSI : Disrupt is probably the wrong word…I meant divide. 

19:38:05  From linneanoyes : I like the fence. 

19:38:16  From Cindy Cromer : If you are going to install a plaque, it needs to be located where 

people can walk up to it.   



19:38:28  From fisherka : Might be worth doing two more renderings of this one in a dark and a 

light red.  

19:38:48  From Sharon Franz : But could we try? 

19:38:54  From evansmith : East and west elevation has large flat uniform walls that feel too 

modern. 

19:40:00  From linneanoyes : Maybe the fence could be shielded from the north with shrubs. 

19:40:05  From Lisa and James : We prefer a solid fence 

19:40:30  From Sharon Franz : I like the fence but do you know what we see 

19:42:45  From Lisa and James : Evergreen shrubs? 

19:43:05  From fisherka : WIth a lattice fence, the transformer will put out too much noise.   

19:43:44  From fisherka : Yes 

19:44:03  From fisherka : A solid wall can absorb sound,  

19:44:05  From Jill Van Langeveld : do the rock wall. that covers 

19:44:12  From Dave : does tne present transformer make noise? I haven't detected it 

19:44:43  From John Franz’s iPhone : yes the transformers make noise 

19:44:44  From Dave : And BTW, where are all the external boxes go? 

19:45:03  From Winston Seiler, KCSI : I you listen for it in the park, you can hear the hum of the 

transformer from 15 feetish away, you can hear it, but you need to be listening to it. 

19:45:08  From Winston Seiler, KCSI : Listening for it. 

19:45:13  From Winston Seiler, KCSI : It is very subtle 

19:45:29  From Winston Seiler, KCSI : You really need to stand next to the green boxes to hear it. 

19:45:33  From fisherka : The new transformers will be larger and louder.  

19:45:58  From fisherka : Possibly 

19:46:01  From Winston Seiler, KCSI : These are the light green five foot tall boxes that I am 

talking about. 

19:46:08  From Dave : In that case, I would prefer a solid wall 

19:46:42  From craig ogan : the metal fence is more elegant 

19:47:04  From fisherka : Winston's question on the existing telephone boxes?  

19:47:41  From Sharon Franz : are there plans for the history plaque on this rendering?  

19:48:24  From linneanoyes : The metal fence adds less mass to the building. 



19:48:31  From 103961026 : What is being hidden/protected with the fence? 

19:48:38  From Cindy Cromer : bathroom 

19:48:41  From Dave : The Tough Shed option 

19:49:30  From fisherka : Same comment - looks like an outhouse in Liberty Park.  

19:49:38  From deebrewer : This option also reads as a restroom and therefore is confusing to 

visitors 

19:49:54  From John Franz’s iPhone : don’t like this one. 

19:50:06  From Sharon Franz : I like the doors on this one 

19:50:22  From evansmith : This is my favorite design!  Walls have pleasing articulations.  Vertical 

elements are strong and the  arches mimic Ottinger Hall.  The river rock wall seems out of place though.  

Could it be a brick wall? 

19:50:55  From deebrewer : Agree with Evan’s notes 

19:51:10  From Sharon Franz : Evan and I think alike 

19:51:16  From altap : I like it. 

19:51:17  From Lisa and James : Agree about wall - 

19:51:17  From Cindy Cromer : 3A will stick out like a sore thumb in the winter because of the red 

brick.  I am less opposed to the design than the color of the materials.   

19:51:35  From craig ogan : go with the metal fence 

19:51:43  From Jill Van Langeveld : lighter color would not 

19:51:56  From Winston Seiler, KCSI : Would there be any texture to the brick that would be filling 

in the windowing features, or just solid brown 

19:52:12  From Lisa and James : we don’t want to see the electrical boxes etc. through a metal 

fence. 

19:52:13  From deebrewer : ottinger brick? 

19:52:46  From Winston Seiler, KCSI : Could you add the “Fourth Avenue Well” or plaque 

19:52:50  From Sharon Franz : I really like how the big pipe is hidden 

19:52:56  From Jill Van Langeveld : Would not stickout as ,uch in the winder 

19:53:56  From deebrewer : Yes, I meant the ottinger brick is not has heavy. 

19:54:18  From 103961026 : vwalker - I like this.  I like a reddish color - something pinkish like my 

tudor or Ottinger hall color;  I like the symmetry of the arches.  I am in favor of camouflaging the 

eletrical system.    

19:54:22  From fisherka : A historical plaque can also go on the existing cobblestone wall.  



19:55:39  From Sharon Franz : this is very interesting to look at, doesn't look like a bathroom or a 

Starbucks  

19:56:12  From Dave : Why a fence/wall around t'former? There isn't one presently? 

19:56:53  From fisherka : The historical plaque could exist as a raised cobblestone monument 

integrated into the existing cobblestone wall.  

19:57:10  From Dave : Yeah! 

19:57:12  From linneanoyes : I don’t mind the stone wall. It differentiates the fence from the 

buildings and might help decrease the mass of the building. 

19:57:56  From Winston Seiler, KCSI : Are there ways to disguise the green stand alone 

transformer, or does it have to be a green metal box? 

19:58:26  From 103961026 : Can you show the side elevations? 

19:58:37  From Winston Seiler, KCSI : So it could not double as the plaque? 

19:58:49  From evansmith : Please don’t let ‘artists’ paint that box. 

19:59:05  From Winston Seiler, KCSI : Ok.  Thanks for answering. 

19:59:24  From John Franz’s iPhone : the box can be painted. 

19:59:47  From Sharon Franz : is this the smallest footprint  

20:00:36  From evansmith : I do like the roof line on 3B better than 3A’s 

20:00:54  From Cindy Cromer : I'd like to see 3B in yellow brick.   

20:01:05  From Winston Seiler, KCSI : Windows on all the doors, are these opaque?  I personally 

hope so. 

20:01:49  From Jill Van Langeveld : I really like the roof line of 3A 

20:02:48  From Winston Seiler, KCSI : In your experience are windows often scratched or 

otherwise permanently vandalized that may not be the case with a solid door?  Just curious 

20:02:59  From Jill Van Langeveld : I do like it but I like 3A better 

20:03:27  From Jill Van Langeveld : I do like 2A better but I like 3A better 

20:04:21  From Winston Seiler, KCSI : Or can windows be replaced or buffed out? 

20:04:22  From altap : What about windows on the domes? 

20:05:05  From Winston Seiler, KCSI : I’m more thinking of people scratching in curses and or 

other offensive etchings 

20:05:26  From fisherka : Alot of this is the pyschology of color. I recommend for your March 30 

presentation with fewer designs to have each rendered in the light brown, mid-tone red, and dark red.  



20:05:28  From David : With Jill...2A or 3A liked the best.  "Buff and polish" comments could 

optimize either.  Terrific meeting.  Over and out.    David Garcia 

20:06:10  From fisherka : I assume there will be a security camera put somewhere.  

20:06:14  From Jill Van Langeveld : My typing leaves much to be desired. 3A is my favoriet but I 

do like 2A 

20:06:29  From linneanoyes : What is the building height of 3A vs 3B? 

20:07:16  From Lisa and James : Well done. Agree with David (3A then 2A) Thanks 

20:07:18  From Sharon Franz : could we see the side renderings 

20:07:19  From fisherka : Have you costed these out roughly yet? 

20:07:32  From evansmith : So is the lowest roof on 3B lower than 12’6”? 

20:07:55  From fisherka : Will you be posting these renderings?  

20:09:32  From linneanoyes : Could you show the elevations for 3a please? 

20:09:54  From fisherka : Cost wise, are you guesstimating at less than 1.3-1.5 Million USD?  

20:11:11  From Sharon Franz : do we as a group have access to these renderings  

20:11:21  From 103961026 : Is the height and footprint on the light colored 2 building,  the same 

height and footprint as 3A? 

20:11:24  From Sharon Franz : sorry that's how do.... 

20:11:57  From fisherka : So you do not need to go back to the Council to request a further 

budget authorization?  

20:12:14  From evansmith : I see how the cobble stone wall breaks up the mass of the main 

building, but in my opinion the wall looks tacked on. 

20:12:26  From Jill Van Langeveld : We will say that March 30th renderings will be updated so be 

sure to check out the Open House. Good to know that people can look at it for a few days after if they 

could not get on the Open House at 10am. 

20:12:30  From evansmith : In 3A-sorry. 

20:12:56  From altap : altap is Phil Carroll 

20:13:09  From Sharon Franz : there could be a way to tie in brick pillars for the wall 

20:14:21  From fisherka : The renderings reads as more than 474 sq ft but I'll take your word for 

it.  Good night and thank you for your continuing efforts.  

20:16:13  From Jill Van Langeveld : Thank you so much for listening to us!! 

20:16:24  From linneanoyes : There is a bridge in the park south of 4th Ave that is composed of 

plaster plus a bit of sandstone and cobblestone. It might be an option for the fence. 



20:16:47  From Sharon Franz : I am pleased to see the more historic references in the design, 

thank you 

20:17:02  From evansmith : I agree Sharon! 

20:17:12  From deebrewer : Thank you for this progress! 

20:17:29  From linneanoyes : I appreciate your efforts! 

20:17:34  From Winston Seiler, KCSI : Agreed as well.  Thank you for the efforts.  This is so much 

better than the originally submitted designs 

20:19:29  From Lisa and James : Thank you. 

20:22:12  From Lisa and James : ÷\ 

20:22:12  From Lisa and James : \ 

20:24:37  From evansmith : The choice of brick is going to be so important.  No bank brick if 

possible 

20:24:55  From Sharon Franz : agree with Evan 

20:25:20  From Dave : Thanks all! 

20:25:41  From Austin Kimmel : Thanks everyone!!  

20:25:43  From John Franz’s iPhone : sincere thanks 

20:26:55  From evansmith : Thanks architects for listening to all our input. 

20:27:26  From 103961026 : thank you all - Vickey  Walker 


